In sections 1, 2, 3, 4 the many-time and one-time functional calculus is developed for the anharmonic oscilator in analogy to the requirements of nonlinear spinor theory. In section 5 the N.T.D.-method is discussed for the eigenvalue functional equation. It is shown that the N.T.D.-method admits different representations, namely a symmetric one and an unsymmetric one. The proof of convergence is given for the symmetric one in section 6. In section 7 the connection between the unsymmetric and the symmetric representation is discussed and in section 8 follow numerical values in comparison with SCHRÖDINGER theory.
In modern quantum theory the dynamical behavior of physical systems (particles, fields) can be described by functionals of field operators in a HEISEN-BERG representation and corresponding functional equations x . In configuration space the functional equations lead to infinite sets of differential or integral equations between the different time ordered matrix elements of the field operators 2 . This description is of special interest, because it is formally valid for canonical as well as for noncanonical quantisation, where the usual SCHRÖDINGER representation is inapplicable 3 . However, up to now no systematic method of solution for these field theoretic functional equations for strong coupling has been given. In nonlinear spinor theory of elementary particles with noncanonical relativistic HEISENBERG quantisation 4 , HEISENBERG proposed the socalled New-
TAMM-DANCOFF-method (N.T.D.-method) introduced
by DYSON 5 as an appropriate approximation scheme for the solution of the functional equations. The transition from canonical to noncanonical quantisation does not change the structure of the corresponding functional equations c . Therefore for testing and investigating HEISENBERG'S proposal, one should at first consider those theories already regularized by canonical quantisation and compare the results ob-tained by functional calculus with those obtained from SCHRÖDINGER theory. The simplest example is offered by the anharmonic oscillator, the functional equations of which are analogous to those of nonlinear spinor theory, as is shown in the following. The investigation of this model has been already developed in some papers. At first HEISENBERG calculated the lowest approximations of the one-time-N.T.D.-method in the p -^-representation 7 , later STUMPF, WAGNER and WAHL 2 and WAGNER 9 proved the convergence of the one-time N.T.D.-method in the ^-representation. So one has a first hint of the validity of the method. But of more interest for field theory is the rigorous treatment of the p -^-representation, being undertaken in this paper. For this investigation a representation of the generating onetime p -(/-function, given by SYMANZIK 10 is very useful.
But we do not confine ourselves to a purely theoretical discussion of the subject. In the last section we treat the problem numerically, especially in connection with the question of good numerical convergence raised by the paper of SCHWARTZ 11 in order to get complete information about the theoretical and numerical properties of the N.T.D.-procedure. with the commutation relation
Many-Time Functional Representation

[p(t),q(t)]-= -H.
i. e. canonical quantisation. For the solution of this problem we do not use SCHRÖDINGER theory. As mentioned in the introduction we consider the quantized anharmonic oscillator as a simple model for the functional calculus of quantum field theory and study its functional equations. But there are different possibilities for this treatment, namely the ^-representation, and the p -^-representation. The first is analogous to nonlinear scalar field theory, see ref. 3 , the second to nonlinear spinor theory of elementary particles. However, the p -g-representation allows the transition to the one-time limit. For this reason we use the p -^-representation and give firstly in this and the next sections those relations which are exactly valid.
To give a more concise description, showing at the same time the complete analogy to nonlinear spinor theory, we define the "field operators" ipi(t) by (t) : = q(t) and (0 : = P (0 an<^ obtain from For the rules of functional calculus to deduce equation (1.9) from (1.3) and (1.4) see ref. 3 ' 12 . The equations for the r-functions corresponding to (1.9) contain singular parts (^-functions) connected with the term Aaß jß{t). So the first step on the way to a solution of (1.8) has to be the compensation of these singularities. This can be done according to DYSON 5 by using the WICK-rule as a transformation rule, i. e. by changing the time ordered products into normal ordered products. This normal ordering can be defined independent of the existence of creation and annihilation operators as a functional transformation. This transformation reads ~a& (7"l 7*2) = ^ab (7*1 7*2) A more detailed analysis shows that (1.14) in configuration space of <p-function is a system of equations completely free of singular expressions, because the functions (1.12) are regular functions for the anharmonic oscillator with canonical quantisation. For field theories however the analogous functions to (1.12) are still singular. (1.9) resp. (1.14) does not contain all the information about the functions resp. <&ab that can be obtained from the theory. In the next section we show that there are still other relations, which have to be fulfilled in order to get the exact physical functionals. 
Necessary Subsidiary Conditions
To derive a similar equation for the ^-functional, one observes the equality 10 /'•<*> dT d7aV
and therefore obtains from (1.14) and (2.2) 
(2.9)
Therefore the transition to the one-time formalism can be directly performed in functionals by substituting
with A (0) = : x and /2(0) = : y. Then we denote the one-time limit for the 2-functional as Of course, both methods give the same results in this case.
Having performed the limiting procedure for the functionals, one would like to do the same for the corresponding functional equations. Taking firstly equation (2.3) one observes, that it is impossible to apply the Lim operator to it, because in configuration space (2.3) gives equations containing already r-functions of equal arguments in the many-time description. So the operator Lim is inapplicable to (2.3). This difficulty does not arise in the equation (2.5) for the ^-functional, because the 99-functions are continuous functions. Only the operator Oa contains discontinuous parts. The transition to the onetime limit can the be performed by the application of the relation
where \(j\j2) is an arbitrary functional, whose expansion functions fr (tl...tr) may be discontinuous functions in the time variables. Replacing further all free j(t) which are not integrated by ;(0), one may apply the Lim-operator on (2.5), obtaining by use of (2.15)
In appendix I it is shown that the Lim procedure on Oa leads to for the '/'-functional in the one-time limit. Applying the Lim-operator (2.8) to (1.11) one obtains by the rule (2.15) 
from (3.3) and (3.4) follows, that V fulfills the
having the same eigenvalue spectrum as (3.2).
Explicitly the transformed operator is given by
where H is the HAMiLTONian of the anharmonic oscillator.
H(x) := + (3.9)
Therefore the solutions of (3.7) are of the form
where xpa and ipb are both solutions of
with eigenvalues Ea resp. Eb, and so the spectrum of W consists of all coab = (Ea -E\,) where Ea and Eb varies among all eigenvalues of (3.11). Because of (3.5) and (3.10) Tab has to be a square integrable function with 2 n JI T ab (x, y) | 2 dx dy = {xpa | ipa) (ipb | tpb) = 1. 
Matrix Representations
In the preceding section we have seen, that we may forget about the origin of our "functional operator" W, because its square integrable eigenfunction are just the physical ones. So the problem is, to find approximate eigensolutions or at least eigenvalues of W. To use perturbation theory is clearly unreasonable. Another way is to find a suitable matrix representation of W, which can be truncated; so one gets a finite dimensional eigenvalue problem, which can be solved. In order to do this, we first study two obvious matrix representations.
The first possibility is, to use the WICK rule (3.13) (3.14) for an expansion of Tab (x,y) writing oo Tab(x, y) = 2 <Pab(n\m){xy\inm) (4.1) n,m=0 with {xy\fnm) p(~Y x2 -T^) (4 -2) and then find a matrix nm with the property
The usual field theoretic way to obtain the matrix IVhj, nm is to compare coefficients of equal powers of x and y on both sides of the eigenvalue equation The explicit form of Wi,j.nm is given in appendix II.
But this equations can be gained by the conventional quantum mechanical methods too.
If we define the reziprocal basis (hnm by Using the properties of the set \ fke) and | ^hj) discussed in appendix II, one easily recognizes, that is given equivalently by 
Proof of Convergence for the Symmetric
N.T.D.-Representation
Here we prove the convergence of truncated symmetrical operators. We assume to have an eigenvalue equation for the symmetrical operator W W\T)=(o\T). If coW is an eigenvalue of W, there is in any circle around co^ an eigenvalue of W^, if N is sufficiently large; i.e. for any r>0 exists a Nr, so that all resolvents Ä,v(co) : = (co -Wy) possess a pole within this circle for V> Nr.
This of course means convergence of the sequence of eigenvalues for the truncated systems (6.4), because r can be chosen arbitrarily small.
To prove this theorem, we assume it to be wrong. In this case there exists a r0>0 and a partial sequence V so that R\' (co) is regular within the circle around cjo'^ with radius r0 . To show that this is impossible we consider for the exact eigenvalue co^ with eigenvector j T k )
(6.5) and (T k \T k ) = : ||r*|| 2 =l (6.6) the identity
from which follows Therefore inserting (6.9) and (6.10) into (6.8) we find a contradiction, and so the convergence is proved.
Further for the special problem considered in section 5. The convergence of the eigenvectors of W can be proven too, if an additional assumption is made, which is indicated in the proof. i.e. convergence of the eigenvectors in the |vv)" representation.
Connection Between the Symmetric and the Unsymmetric N.T.D.-Representation
The unsymmetrical N.T.D.-representation (5.4) can be written as
Using the expansions of appendix II, we have formally
Substitution of (7.2) and (7.3) into (7.1) then gives s,r,t,v=0 <p N (k \ I) = co <p N (n \ m) (7.4) where the upper index T means the transposed matrix. Now we multiply (7.4) by cfin cfm and sum over n, m = 0, . . . , N. Observing the orthonormality properties of the c T and d matrices (see appendix II) and substituting the transformed state vector
we obtain, by using the relations f c£cVW*)=0, v,teSt (7.6) k,l=0 from (7.4), the equations where ^ in (7.6) and in the first summation on the right hand side of (7.7) means summation over the complement set to m, n = 0, . . . , N. By the transformation of (7.1) into (7.7) it is shown that the truncated symmetric and unsymmetric N.T.D.-representations are inequivalent. The unsymmetric N.T.D.-representation appears as a perturbed symmetric N.T.D.-representation, where the perturbing operator is defined by the terms on the right hand side of (7.7). It might be, that the formulation (7.7) of the unsymmetric N.T.D.-representation can be used for a proof of convergence in this representation. But because the corresponding projection operators P# are unbounded for all N, this entertainment is not very hopeful. The numerical values for the unsymmetrical representation, obtained so far and given in section 8, do also not support the attempt to prove convergence.
Numerical Results
For all numerical calculations, one has to change the double index n, m into one index, say r. But there is no unique correspondence between the grid numbers n, m and the line numbers r. The two, most obvious possibilities are the triangular and the square denumeration. For the triangular denumeration r runs along the diagonals of the grid n, m and for the square denumeration r runs along the squares of the grid n, m. This gives rise to two different truncation schemes 
where the triangular truncated grid gives (A^ + 3) equations, while the square truncated grid gives ^(A^+l) 2 equations for T functions between states of different parity. By help of (1.3) it can be easily verified, that the triangular truncation is equivalent to the truncation used in spinor theory. In section 5 we used square truncation, but of course our arguments do not depend on a special truncation procedure. We used square truncation only for simplicity.
Our standards for comparison purposes, we get In Fig. 5 we write the d(A^) ratios beneath the truncation numbers N. For N = 3 all elements are perturbed and therefore in Fig. 5 
Appendix I
The operator reads explicitly JAW Oa (hh^-^dt
where we used the abbreviation This firstly has to be observed for the evaluation of (1.1).
Further Fn(t) and F22(t) are continuous functions with the limiting values A = F^ (0) and r = F22(0), whereas F12(t) and F21(t) are discontinuous functions, the limits of which are known. By these rules we are able to evaluate the limit of (1.1). It is for example + A*n(n-1) (n-2) (11.27) 
